
Job Description - Good News Productions, International

Title: Creative Media Designer

Reports to: VP of Development

Based at: Good News Productions, International (Joplin, Missouri)

Position expectations:

Salaried position working a minimum of 40 hours per week conducted in a manner consistent
with the policies called out in the Employee Information Manual. Must be confident in media
creation tools with a particular emphasis on video production and post-production. Must possess
problem solving abilities. Must be a team player with innovative thinking. Is also a person
willing to support others and work constantly to improve the work environment. Is also willing to
enthusiastically embrace and facilitate change. This position will require the need to maintain
up-to-date computer and communication technology as required.

Job purpose:

The primary purpose of this position is to create all types of media with an emphasis on video for
use in communicating the mission of GNPI to all current and potential friends of the ministry.

Oversight and Management:

Oversee creation of all media content in connection with the VP of Development and President for the
ministry.

This role will require intentional teamwork with all other staff involved in any other form of content
design and delivery so that there is consistency and continuity in whatever is produced.

This would include but is not limited to web content, video promotional and project content, and
donor/partner media communication content.

This would also require the ability to offer all content in a variety of forms for any social media or internet
application.

This role also requires involvement in all scripting, pre-production, production, and post production.

This also includes oversight for all equipment purchases and maintenance to assess all ongoing equipment
needs.



The employee in this role is highly encouraged to stay abreast of current trends in digital communication
and exhibit a willingness to share how these trends could be implemented into helping the ministry stay
relevant and effective in telling the GNPI story.
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